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CASE STUDY 

 

PROJECT       

Fire Combo Truck 

CONTRACTOR 

HSE Integrated 

OVERVIEW 
HSE Integrated operates a fleet of oilfield safety vehicles 
with aluminum truck bodies that have a history of coating 
failures. Sections of paint are routinely damaged or  
removed during pressure washing and use. HSE 
required a painting solution that would provide long- 
term aesthetics and greater durability. 

Built on a reputation for innovative research and 
development plus the ability to enable clients to tackle 
tough environmental and performance requirements in 
the industrial and commercial coatings industries, 
Quantum Chemical was contacted to provide the material. 

PRODUCT USED 
The truck had a custom fabricated aluminum body which Precidium™ 650D at approximately 125 mils to 
houses fire-fighting equipment, water tank and decon- form a waterproof liner. The entire project took 2  
tamination shower. The aluminum truck body was brush days to complete. 
blasted, blown off and solvent washed. One coat of 
Precidium™ Primer P-180D was applied with airless HSE Integrated was very pleased with the final  
spray at a rate of approximately 300 square feet per result. Eleven new units were completed with the 
gallon (5 mils). The primer was allowed to cure for a intention to refinish the existing fleet of 18 units as 
minimum of 5 hours and a maximum of 24 hours. A well as future aluminum trucks. 
topcoat of Precidium™ LS-160 was applied using a  
plural proportioner with settings at 2500 psi and 150° F. Precidium™ P-180D Primer is a zero VOC, two- 
One coat was applied at a rate of approximately 90 component polyurethane. 
square feet per gallon (15 to 20 mils).  Precidium™ LS-160 is a zero VOC, two- 
The decontamination shower and water tank storage component Aliphatic polyurea.  
areas inside the truck body were primed with one coat Precidium™ 650D is a zero VOC, two-component 
of Precidium™ P-180D Primer and top-coated with    Aromatic polyurea. 


